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Our subject is “Volunteerism” Lets start with our dejure Constitution of 
1781 and your state’s constitution; these documents were written under 
what’s known as the American common law. This common law source 
was based on the bible laws and had its own court system as a jury of the 
county, no judges involved, just the Sheriff and juries to uphold the 
peoples laws..  So you were judged by the people of your county. This 
system was based on the people being sovereign not a debtor that means 
the people owned their land, labor, substance like gold and silver money.  
This system worked from 1774 up to 1920 as contracted and agreed to 
by the sovereign people of America.  See there are other types of laws 
one can enter into by CONTRACT, the other types are admiralty, 
maritime, equity, civil Rights or marital law rule / emergency law forms.  
Sometimes these types of laws are mixed together also. So one could be 
protected by the common law or contract outside the common law and 
not be protected. This means one would have to volunteer by contract or 
pledge to take one outside the common law protections.  Our country 
started to experience another type of law form at the end of the Civil 
War called marital law rule by civil codes of the 14th amendment 1868.  
Up to the 14th amendment emergency law would only last as long as the 
emergency, but after the 14th amendment the emergency law would 
become permanent to rule those not a sovereign citizens of their state.  
Could a sovereign citizen contract outside his protection form called 
common law YES, it is done by the sovereign not knowing he is 
sovereign and by his silent consent (Signature or actions) he contracts 
into this other law form not knowing who he is. So when one looks at 
Birth certificates, driver licenses, licenses of any kind even citizenship, 
one is volunteering into another form of law not understanding or 
knowing of it.  Can one do this, yes, look to Article 1 section 10 of your 
national constitution and it is in your state constitution too!  Remember 
God gave you freedom of choice, choice without knowledge of what you 
are doing will Alou you to loose your freedom of choice by contract or 
your actions.   You have to know how to contract and express your 
rights in any contract to keep your rights for if you do not express it in 
the contract you loose it in today’s law form of marital law rule by civil 
code.  OUR LAW FORM HAS CHANGED FROM OUR FOUNDING 
FATHERS AND YOU ARE THE LAST TO KNOW IT, SO NOW 
YOU’RE INFORMED AND SHOULD UNDER STAND THAT 
YOU’RE SILENCE ON CONTRACTS ALLOWS THEM TO RULE 
YOU.     


